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Lesson 2



Framework of lesson 2 :

• Kruskal-Wallis test

• Clarification about test and error of type I e II

• Meaning of α and definition of β

• Errors in multiple comparisons

• Test of multiple comparisons :

– LSD, HSD, Newman-Keuls, Dunnet

• Practical examples



KRUSKAL-WALLIS TEST

• Disadvantages: it is less powerful than the F-
test.

– The power, defined as the probability to reach a
correct result is actually lower.

• Advantages: is a test valid for each data
distribution, therefore allows to ignore the
requirement of normal distribution. We will
see that the key is the use of ranks.



KRUSKAL-WALLIS TEST

• Lets see again the example used for the ANOVA : 

– X: battery brand (8 levels), Y: battery life. 3 repetitions

• Objective : evaluation of the impact of X over Y, 
rejection or not of H0.



KRUSKAL-WALLIS TEST

Ranks notation :24 values →max rank =24

Max value 9.8 → rank 24
Second value : 9,0 
(twice) →(23 + 
22)/2 = 22,5
Third value: 8,6 →
21
Forth value: 7,8 
(twice) → (20 + 
19)/2 = 19,5
…



KRUSKAL-WALLIS TEST

• We are going to associate the maximum rank (number
of results, 24) to the maximum of the results and going
on with the smaller values. If we have 2 or more equal
results we will perform an average among the ranks.

• The final result is:



KRUSKAL-WALLIS TEST

• We compute the H value

• nj = number of values per column (number of
repetitions, in our case 3)

• N = total number of values (24)

• K = number of columns, levels (8)

• Tj = sum of values in the j-th column



KRUSKAL-WALLIS TEST

• H value

• H = 12,78 



KRUSKAL-WALLIS TEST

• Probability distribution Χ2 (ki square): is the
probability distribution of H. It actually exist a
whole family of Χ2 distributions identified by
the DoF of the columns (K-1).



KRUSKAL-WALLIS TEST

• Area below the curve→ Probability (total area = 1)

• Area of the tail : probability to obtain our result (p-
value), starting from the hypothesis that X does not
influence Y (null hypothesis : differences due to
chance)

• If the probability to obtain that result is small enough
we reject H0.



KRUSKAL-WALLIS TEST

• We reject the hypothesis that X does not influence Y → X influence 
Y (H1).

• Probability threshold (typical value): α = 0,05 (significance 5%)
• If p-value < α,  we reject H0, if p-value ≥ α, we accept H0.
• The value α = 0,05 identifies the limit value Hc
• Similarly, if H = Χcalc.2 ≥ Hc, we reject H0, if H = Χcalc.2 < Hc, we 

accept H0.



KRUSKAL-WALLIS TEST

• How do we compute the p-value or the threshold value 
for H = Χ2, Hc?

• p-value = f(Χ2,DoF)
– Computable using Excel, function CHIDIST
– DISTRIB.CHI(Χ2,DoF)

• Hc = f(α,DoF)
– Computable using Excel, function CHIINV
– CHIINV (α,DoF)
– Hc is also computable by means of tables, keeping into 

account the significativity threshold α and the DoF
– Moreover, (Χ2 α,DoF)/DoF = (Fα,DoF,∞), therefore we can 

also use the Fisher’s tables



KRUSKAL-WALLIS TEST

• Calculation of p-value and threshold value Hc in our case. The
significance of the variable “brand” is explored at a significance
level of 5% (α = 0,05).

• Use of Excel for the determination of p-value: CHIDIST(12.78,7)



KRUSKAL-WALLIS TEST

• Calculation of p-value and threshold value Hc in our case. The
significance of the variable “brand” is explored at a significance
level of 5% (α = 0,05).

• Use of Excel for the determination of Hc: CHIINV(0.05,7)



KRUSKAL-WALLIS TEST

• Calculation of p-value and threshold value Hc
in our case. The significance of the variable
“brand” is explored at a significance level of
5% (α = 0,05).

– Use of the tables of Fisher’s distribution:

– (Χ2
α,DoF)/DoF = (Fα,DoF,∞) ↔ (Χ2

α,DoF) =
DoF·(Fα,DoF,∞)

– From table : (Fα,7,∞) = 2.01, therefore (Χ2
α,7) =7

·(Fα,7,∞) =7·2,01≈ 14,07



KRUSKAL-WALLIS TEST

• Therefore:
• p-value = 7,8% > α = 5%
• Hc = 14,07; H = 12.78 < Hc = 14,07
• We accept the hypothesis H0, differences are due

to chance: X has no effect over Y
• This show us that a statistical test do not give the

absolute Truth, but a result related to a level of
significance (and therefore of confidence)
arbitrarily chosen (these is linked to a percentage
error).



KRUSKAL-WALLIS TEST

• In this case (Kruskal-Wallis Test) X shows to have an impact 
over Y with a significance level of 8% (and confidence 92%)

• In the previous case (F-Test) X shows to have an impact 
over Y with a significance level of 2% (and confidence 98%).

• Confidence levels for the rejection of H0 are very close, the 
difference is very small.



CLARIFICATION ON TESTS AND 
ERRORS

• H0 (null hypothesis):
– All differences are due to chance
– All μj (true means) are not different
– All τj (true deviations from the global mean) are the same and 

equal to 0
– We have no evidence of influence of X over Y
– In the legal analogy it corresponds to the "reasonable doubt“

• H1 (hypothesis of significance):
– μj (true means) are not all equal (some is different)
– τj (true deviations from the global mean) are not all null (some is 

≠0)
– We have evidence of influence of X over Y
– In the legal analogy it corresponds to the “evidence of proofs”



CLARIFICATION ON TESTS AND 
ERRORS

• Suppose to organize an experimental-
statistical study to verify that μ (true value of 
the variable X) is equal to 160. Hypothesis are:

• H0: μ = 160 (what we expect)

• H1: μ ≠ 160 (different from what we expect)



CLARIFICATION ON TESTS AND 
ERRORS

• Performing several tests we obtained`X as mean
value of the variable X. In order to decide to
accept or reject H0, we need to refer`X to the
probability. The function of probability
distribution of `X is, for the hypothesis about
ANOVA already explained, normal:



CLARIFICATION ON TESTS AND 
ERRORS

• We can identify a region in the area below the
curve, such that the probability of`X to be out
of that area is equal to α. If α = 0,05 (5%), the
limit values are 150,2 and 169,8.



CLARIFICATION ON TESTS AND 
ERRORS

• The region from 150,2 to 169,8 take the name of 
acceptance region of H0

• The regions <150,2 & >169,8 are the critical region

• Decision: 150,2 < X < 169,8, H0 accepted;

• `X< 150,2 v `X> 169,8, H0 rejected



CLARIFICATION ON TESTS AND 
ERRORS

• Often statistical tests takes into account “one 
tail”. Let’s suppose to run a study to verify first 
that μ (true value of X) is >= 20, and secondly 
that is <=10.



CLARIFICATION ON TESTS AND 
ERRORS

• α represents the significance level, but it can also identify the
probability to perform an error of type I, rejection of H0 when
actually H0 is true, i.e. say that significant differences are observed,
when actually everything is due to chance.

• We introduce also a type II error, with probability β, that is the
acceptance of H0, when actually it is false, i.e. say that all
differences are due to chance when they are actually systematic.

H0 true H0 false

Accept H0 Correct 
(probability 1-α)

Type II error 
(probability β)

Reject H0 Type I error
(probability α)

Correct 
(probability 1-β)



CLARIFICATION ON TESTS AND 
ERRORS

• Usually we prefer to fix the value of α (level of
significance & probability of type I error). This
also because the value of β is related to the
actual value of μ, that is unknown.

• For instance if we run an experimental/statistical
test to verify that μ <= 100

• H0 <= 100

• H1 > 100, we suppose the critical value is c =141:

• If X < 141: we accept H0, otherwise we reject H0



CLARIFICATION ON TESTS AND 
ERRORS

The value β cannot be
univocally identified,
because it depends on the
value of μ (true value of
X), that is unknown.
Performing some
hypothesis on the value
and centring opportunely
the normal distribution,
we can see that β is as
bigger as closer is μ to the
critical value c



CLARIFICATION ON TESTS AND 
ERRORS

• What is worst type I or type II error?
• Usually as smaller is α, as bigger is β and vice

versa.
• Depending on the situation may be more serious

an error of type I (α) or type II (β).
• In jurisprudence type I error is worst (convict an

innocent is worse than acquit the guilty)
• In medicine type II is worst (concluding that a

person is healthy when in fact he is sick is worse
than conclude that he is sick, even if he is actually
healthy).



CLARIFICATION ON TESTS AND 
ERRORS

The concept of “power”

• The term (1-β) indicates the probability to reach a
correct result (it represents the probability to
reject H0 when actually H0 is false).

• This term is called “power” and is related to the
reliability of the statistical test. We can obtain
trough tables the optimal number of repetition in
order to obtain the minimum power required
(power analysis).



MULTIPLE COMPARISONS

•Multiple comparison tests face exactly this
problem: looking for differences among the
columns that rejected H0

•There are several tests: we are going to show the
4 most common.

•Rejection of H0 means the
rejection of equality of μj.
Therefore, there must be at
least one different, or, in
the extreme case, they are
all different.



MULTIPLE COMPARISONS

• The common aspect of these tests is to perform a
sequence of comparisons between columns (H0 there
is no difference, H1 there is difference between the
columns).

• Hypothesis testing
• Set two mutually exclusive hypotheses

– H0: 𝜇𝐴 = 𝜇𝐵 (no effect)
– H1: 𝜇𝐴 ≠ 𝜇𝐵 (the effect we want to prove)

• Run a test, obtain p-value= 𝑃 𝜇𝐴, 𝜇𝐵 𝐻0
– p ≤ α: statistically significant, high confidence (1- α)
– p > α: statistically non-significant, low confidence (1- α)



MULTIPLE COMPARISONS



MULTIPLE COMPARISONS

• Let’s suppose to run ‘n’ tests, all with type I error
α. The probability to act correctly (confidence, to
accept H0 when it is actually true) is: 1-α

• n independent test

• (1-α) (1-α) (1-α) … (1-α)→ (1-α)n

• Therefore the probability to have a type I error is:

1-(1-α)n



MULTIPLE COMPARISONS

1-(1-α)n

• If α = 0,05 and n=3 →the global probability of error is
1-(1-0,05)3 = 0,14 = 14%

• If α = 0,05 e n=5→ probability= 23%
• If α = 0,05 e n=10→ probability = 40%
• Due to the effect of serial testing the probability to

commit and error increase (it is enough one error in
one of the tests to ruin the whole analysis)

• With n = 5, in order to keep a confidence of 95%, it is
necessary to reduce α to 0,011 (1,1%), like from the
equation 1-(1-α)5 = 0,05



MULTIPLE COMPARISONS

Meaning
• The probability to have a type I error is:

1-(1-α)n

• Suppose we consider the efficacy of a drug in terms of the
reduction of any one of a number of disease symptoms.

• As more symptoms are considered, it becomes more likely that the
drug will appear to be an improvement over existing drugs in terms
of at least one symptom by random chance alone.

• For example, if one test is performed at the 5% level, there is only a
5% chance of incorrectly rejecting the null hypothesis if the null
hypothesis is true. However, for 100 tests where all null hypotheses
are true, the expected number of incorrect rejections is 5. If the
tests are independent, the probability of at least one incorrect
rejection is 99.4%.



MULTIPLE COMPARISONS

pFWE=1-(1-α)n

Since α is small
pFWE ≤nα → Bonferroni correction

• Actually this formula is true only if tests are
independent. But tests are often bounded (the result
of one is influenced and easily predictable from the
others). Therefore the error probability was
overestimated.

• For instance:
• test 1: μ1 = μ2

• test 2: μ2 ≠ μ3

• This ALMOST implies that μ1 ≠ μ3 (therefore the third 
test is bounded to the other two)



MULTIPLE COMPARISONS
Random Field Theory

1. Brett M, Penny W, Kiebel S. 14. Introduction to Random Field Theory. Hum Brain Funct. 
2003; 1–23. doi:10.1049/sqj.1969.0076



MULTIPLE COMPARISONS
Random Field Theory



FISHER’S LEAST SIGNIFICANCE
DIFFERENCE (LSD) TEST

• X: shops (5 levels), Y = price of the dress 
compared to the ideal price



FISHER’S LSD TEST

• With a significance level of 5%, the p-value is
<1%, we reject H0: not all the μj are equal.

Variance SSQ DoF MSQ Fcalc

SSBC 640.8 4 160.2 160.2/2
1.2=7.56SSWC 530 25 21.2

Total 1170.8 29



FISHER’S LSD TEST

• Per each comparison of two columns :

• Acceptation of H0 (columns are equal):

ji nn
MSWt

DoF

11
0

252/1 + −



FISHER’S LSD TEST

• The coefficient t follows the probability
distribution t and it depends on the
probability α and on the DoF of MSW
(variance estimator).

• Values are in tables, but can also be computed 
using Excel (function TINV): TINV(0.05, 25)



FISHER’S LSD TEST

ji nn
MSWt

DoF

11
0

252/1 + −

N. Of repetitions in the 
columns i e j

Estimator of standard deviationAlso from tables

5,48: LEAST SIGNIFICANCE DIFFERENCE (LSD)

48,50
6

1

6

1
2,21060,20 =+



FISHER’S LSD TEST

• It is convenient to order the means in a 
crescent order.

• Step 1 : identify the differences > LSD

• Step 2: comparison

among columns

Comparison Difference Vs. LSD

3 vs. 1 * 
(contiguous)

<

2 vs. 4 * <

2 vs. 5 5 <

4 vs. 5 * <



FISHER’S LSD TEST

• Conclusions: 3, 1    2, 4, 5

• The averages of the columns 1 and 3 are not 
different, the same for 2,4, 5. 

• We have significant differences between the 
averages of columns 1 and 3 e those of columns 
2, 4, 5.

• In this case we have transitivity, there are no 
contradictions:

• μ2 = μ4, μ4 = μ5 and μ2 = μ5



FISHER’S LSD TEST

Now suppose that the computed average of the 
fifths columns was 18 (instead of 17)

3,1        2, 4, 5 

Comparison Difference Vs. LSD

3 vs. 1 * 
(contiguous)

<

2 vs. 4 * <

2 vs. 5 6 >

4 vs. 5 * <



FISHER’S LSD TEST

• 3,1 2, 4, 5

• The average of column 2 is not different from column 4, the
average of column 4 is not different from the one of column
5 but the average 2 and 5 are different.

• The conclusion is that μ2 ≠ μ5, μ4 is in between μ2 and μ5.
• This shows us that for series of comparisons transitivity is

generally not applicable.
• E.g. In a city road, A is close to B, B is close to C, ..., V is

close to Z. But in general A is not close to Z.
• The probability of type I error with n=10 is about 40%

presuming independence of comparison. Actually is not like
this, but there is no way to compute the real error.



TUKEY’S HONESTLY SIGNIFICANT
DIFFERENCE (HSD) TEST

• It has the advantage to fix the global error α 
(exact test), that is why it is quite used.

• It works in a way similar to LSD, but the 
coefficient in table change. Instead of :

In case of balanced samples 

ni = nj = R

(Equal number of repetitions):

ji nn
MSWt

DoF

11
252/1 +−

R

MSW
t

DoF

2
252/1 −



TUKEY’S HSD TEST

• We use:

• Similarly it is possible to use:

• Therefore: 

Is a coefficient that include the
number of columns and of inter-
dependences among them

R

MSW
tuk

2
2/1


−

2/1 −ukt

2
2/12/1
=

−−  ukuk tq

R

MSW
quk 

− 2/1 



TUKEY’S HSD TEST

• The random variable q can be defined as:

• The probability function of q (“Studentized range
distribution”) depends, in addition to α, also by the
DoF of MSW (like in t) and the number of columns C

This difference is the larger the
greater the number of the
columns, therefore depends on the
number of comparisons to be
carried out

R

MSW
YYq /)( minmax −=

)( minmax YY −



TUKEY’S HSD TEST

• Looking again the example :

• with C = 5 and DoF of MSW 25, we have q = 4,16 
therefore:

• We do not have contiguous differences > 7,82 we 
need to verify all the combinations

82,7
6

2,21
16,4

2/1
===

− R

MSW
qHSD uk 



TUKEY’S HSD TEST

• 3 1 2 4 5

• μ2 = μ1 = μ3

• But also

• μ2 = μ4 = μ5

Comparison Difference Vs. LSD

3 vs. 1 * (contiguous) <

3 vs.2 7 <

3 vs. 4 9 >

3 vs. 5 12 >

1 vs. 2 * <

1 vs. 4 8 >

1 vs. 5 11 >

2 vs. 4 * <

2 vs. 5 5 <

4 vs. 5 * <



TUKEY’S HSD TEST

• Both LSD and HSD use the same coefficient for all
the comparison, they are namely designed for
comparison among very different averages.
Usually HSD>LSD, therefore HSD is more
conservative (point out significant differences
only if they are evident)

• Next test is more balanced since it take into
consideration different coefficients to compare
close and far averages.



NEWMAN-KEULS TEST

• HSD uses the same coefficient identified for 
the most extreme comparison.

• On the other side, Newman-Keuls is going to 
discriminate, using a value q (s,DoF), with s = 
number of steps between the “ordered” 
columns

• With C = 5, the adjacent columns have s = 2, 
and the extreme s = 5

R

MSW
qNKD DoFs = ),(



NEWMAN-KEULS TEST

• For the calculation of q we can use the same tables
used for the HSD test. Instead of the number of
columns C, we are going to use the number of steps s

• q(5,25) = 4,16→ NKD = 7,82 (the same of HSD)

• q(4,25) = 3,89→ NKD = 7,31

• q(3,25) = 3,52→ NKD = 6,62

• q(2,25) = 2,91→ NKD = 5,47

• Usually the limit value of the Newman-Keuls test is
smaller or equal to the one used for the HSD test



NEWMAN-KEULS TEST

• Considering again :

• We are going to compute all the ten 
comparisons, keeping into consideration the 
different limit values previously computed.



NEWMAN-KEULS TEST

Comparison Difference S NKD Vs. NKD

3 vs. 1 1 2 5,47 <

1 vs.2 6 2 5,47 >

2 vs. 4 2 2 5,47 <

4 vs. 5 3 2 5,47 <

3 vs. 2 7 3 6,62 >

1 vs. 4 8 3 6,62 >

2 vs. 5 5 3 6,62 <

3 vs. 4 9 4 7,31 >

1 vs. 5 11 4 7,31 >

3 vs. 5 12 5 7,82 >



NEWMAN-KEULS TEST

• The final result, in this case, is the same of the 
LSD test:

• 3, 1   2, 4, 5



DUNNET’S TEST

Is different from the others because is not going to
compute all the comparison, but only the ones
betweens on sample level (“control”) and the
others (exact test).

Referring to the example showed, the Dunnet’s test
can be used to compare the price charged by one
shop to the one of all the others. It is similar to the
LSD test. Instead of :

We useR

MSW
t

DoF

2
252/1 −

R

MSW
Dut

DoF

2
252/1 −



DUNNET’S TEST

Value from tables in function of α, of DoF of MSW and
of the number treatment to compare.

Control

1 & 4: 1 control and 4 comparisons

R

MSW
Dut

DoF

2
252/1 −



DUNNET’S TEST

• The final result is: 
• Significant differences between control and 

columns 4 and 5
• No significant differences between the control 

and the columns 2 and 3

94,6
6

2,212
61,2

2
252/1 =


=−

R

MSW
Dut

DoF

Comparison Difference Vs. DUT

1 vs. 2 6 <

1 vs. 3 1 <

1 vs. 4 8 >

1 vs. 5 11 >



Questions


